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Three years of perseverance has defined Steyoyoke Recordings as a successful 
upcoming label and with their 3rd Anniversary just around the corner, they have much to 
celebrate. The annual Steyoyoke Anniversary release sees them team up with some highly 
respected artists, bringing you a total of 4 remixes, all of which have been released on the 
label over the past year.

First up, is Einmusik’s remix of Soul Button & Talul’s ‘Chasing Thoughts’. Without losing 
any depth or warmth from the original, Einmusik chooses to imprint his version with a 
unique intensity that is evident right from the start. The intro instantly grabs you, followed 
by a stunning array of accomplished melodies and a meticulous breakdown to top it off.

Dahu’s ‘North’ is lavished by the skills of Krink and embedded with a profound new 
sound. Impacting it with steamy techno grooves and an unyielding energy, this remix 
escorts you deep into the underground. Expect eerie chord progressions, industrial 
sounding bass lines and a very subtle, yet ever present build of tension and ferocity.

The third remix is taken on by Solee, with his rendition of Soul Button’s ‘Swift Minds’. 
Solee opts to harness the uplifting vibe that strongly exists in the original and even goes 
so far as to incorporate a little extra bounce and zest to his remix. The vocals are also 
welcomely maintained right throughout the track, which strengthens the allure of this 
musical journey.

‘Take A Message’ originally produced by Sasch, is revisited by Boss Axis and it’s the last 
track to be remixed on this release. Possessing a significant upbeat infliction, Boss Axis 
has magnified this tracks light hearted nature and transferred it into a continuum of catchy 
melodies. It has a feel good quality and plenty of dance floor appeal. 

TRACKLIST

01. Soul Button & Talul - Chasing Thoughts (Einmusik Remix)
02. Dahu - North (Krink Remix)
03. Soul Button - Swift Minds feat.Kara Square (Solee Remix)
04. Sasch - Take A Message (Boss Axis Remix)
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